
Exhibition with contributions by onur akyol, rsma (rahel saba mariam albrich), 
jette büchsenschütz, june drevet, carl-oskar jonsson, barbara juch, leonie licht, ben ro-
senthal, anne schmidt, arnaud wohlhauser and hong zeiss

A Retrospective  
at bistro21, ideal and private home, Leipzig, 06.12.18 – 06.01.2019

wall/window texts (vinyl), window signs (vinyl), poster (70x100cm, 1/1 offset print, print run 
500), floorplan (A4, risographic print)

bistro21 with wall and window texts (vinyl), window sign (vinyl), poster A Retrospective 06.12.18 – 06.01.2019 
(70x100cm, 1/1 offset print, print run 500)



bistro21 with wall and window texts (vinyl)

bistro21 with wall texts (vinyl), poster A Retrospective 06.12.18 – 06.01.2019 (70x100cm, 1/1 offset print, print run 500)



bistro21 with wall and window texts (vinyl), window sign (vinyl), poster A Retrospective 06.12.18 – 06.01.2019 
(70x100cm, 1/1 offset print, print run 500)

bistro21 with poster A Retrospective 06.12.18 – 06.01.2019 (70x100cm, 1/1 offset print, print run 500)



bistro21 with wall and window texts (vinyl)



A Retrospective 'part 2' 
at ideal Leipzig, 06.12.18 - 06.01.2019

wall/window texts (vinyl), window signs (vinyl), floorplan (A4, risographic print), paintings (19 pcs., 
65x54cm, silkscreen color on linen)

window sign (vinyl), floorplan (A4, risographic print), painting Lily van der Stokker (65x54cm, silkscreen color on linen)



paintings Laura Owens, Raoul De Keyser  and Lily van der Stokker (65x54cm, silkscreen color on linen)

paintings Laura Owens, Raoul De Keyser, Rochelle Feinstein, Oskar Kokoschka, Beatriz González and Dierk Schmidt 
(65x54cm, silkscreen color on linen)



A Retrospective 'part 3'
at private home / digital documentation

documentation of paintings in private home in Leipzig (variable sizes)

photograph (digital) with painting Samuel Bich 
(50x45cm, silkscreen color on linen)



photograph (digital) with painting Samuel Bich (90x65cm, silkscreen color on linen)



A Retrospective part 1 – 3 took place at three different venues 
in Leipzig simultaneously: two artist-run spaces (the ideal and 
bistro21) as well as at a private home. Each part took place in 
a different location and highlighted different aspects of the term 
retrospective. All parts were held together by a consistent visual 
identity borrowed from the artspace bistro21 and supplemented 
with the color ultra violet, which was the pantone color of the year 
2018 at the time the exhibit took place. 
Through various interventions, bich’s practice brings moments of his 
own life and art, like the beginning of his academic career in Leipzig 
in 2011, into dialogue with corresponding art historical events, 
such as stephan prina’s exhibit As He Remembered It (27.05 – 
21.08.2011) in Vienna, where bich finished his academic career.  

Nineteen monochrome paintings (65x54cm, silkscreen-color on 
linen) were exhibited at ideal, each canvas carried the name and title 
of one retrospective exhibition of an international artist taking place 
parallel to the show in Leipzig.

The exhibition at bistro21 was designed to correspond to the 
organizational structure of a book. Printed on the wall were page 
numbers, author’s names, and text titles (although the text itself was 
missing), which referred to the posters (70x100cm, offset print, 
edition of 500) that were stacked on a pallet in the middle of the 
room. The text of each poster was a different approach to the term 
retrospective.

For the third part, the artist replaced artworks hanging in a private 
home with his own monochrome paintings and, in homage to louise 
lawler, photographed his paintings in their new domestic setting. 
These photographs were then shown on the website of ideal and 
bistro21.


